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The technology paradigm presented in this paper is to provide active control of winglet
structure subject to external stimuli to meet operational performance criteria, by means
of smart actuation integration. A tier schedule is employed to develop application to take
full advantage of material compliance through MDO to form functionally active integrated
non-planar wing, to improve multi-phase mission performance, manoeuvrability and integrated economics (e.g., 5-6% augmented aerodynamic efficiency throughout the flight
envelope, compared to 3% of current fixed winglets). This paper presents the first steps
of the hierarchical methodology (i.e., smart actuation efficient down-selection) towards
the final morphing application (i.e., MORPHLET), through the technology selection and
preliminary optimized non-planar wing schedules.
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I.

Introduction

The recent advances in new materials and structures have created much interest in bringing to life
adaptive structures that can ’morph’ through different states and meet specific environment requirements
or mimic nature. Much of these technologies and applications allow large changes in shape to maximize
performance and efficiency of aircraft. In particular, this translates into the need to maximize the flight
envelope, specific reconfiguration during different mission segments, improved maneuverability, increased
survivability, optimum weight, etc. Aircraft efficiency also includes manufacturer’s and operator’s effort, such
as energy or monetary units,1 in order to achieve a favorable airframe configuration. This requires a design
paradigm to control mainly the aerodynamic features during the adaptation to the requisite environment.
There is a plethora of morphing concepts and applications, mainly governed by complex topology schemes
for global shape changes (e.g., compliant mechanisms, smart actuators drivers, etc) and also for local shape
changes by means of flow control devices (e.g., jet vortex generators) or simplistic applied point forces
using actuator based architectures.2, 3 Although there has been significant research activity in the USA in
the area of morphing aircraft structures, the work has been mostly directed towards military applications.
Many of these studies have started with the materials for the actuators and have taken little account of the
aerodynamic loads present, energy considerations or airframe structural integrity. Therefore, it is desirable
to address some of the key issues identified in existing research in this field, redirecting the work towards
civil aircraft with the MORPHLET application (formally defined as MORPHing wingLET).
The objective of the MORPHLET project is to investigate the use of adaptive materials and structures
technology to dynamically tailor the external morphology (i.e., local camber, local incidence and heterogeneous cant) of wingtip devices in order to improve multi-phase mission performance, maneuverability and
integrated economics (e.g., 5-6% improvement in vehicular efficiency compared to an in-plane wing throughout the flight envelope - design and off-design conditions, compared to 3% at the design condition produced by
current fixed winglets). A tier schedule is employed to take full advantage of material compliance through
MDO to form functionally active integrated non-planar wing. This work presents the first steps of the
hierarchical methodology towards the final morphing application through the technology selection, i.e., a
hierarchical strategy for smart actuation, interleaving actuators’ performance indices followed by a multicriteria and multi-step weighted performance appraisal (i.e., Decision Support Problem). The methodology
leads to a final ranking of the suitable smart actuators for the MORPHLET application. A concurrent step
towards MORPHLET application is to analyze and optimize non-planar wing systems, accounting for the
aerodynamic loads and various design constraints. This MDO suite requires modules that can predict weight
(based on actuator weight predition from previous sp, economics, static and dynamic stability derivatives
and also analyze both instantaneous and integrated (3-phase flight) performance.

II.

Down-selection of Smart Materials Based on Multi-Criteria Performance
Indices and Multi-Step Weighted Performance Appraisal

The proposed methodology is concerned with an efficient down-selection of smart materials for achieving
potential actuation candidates for MORPHLET. The analysis performs a two-pronged paradigm towards
the final ranking of the smart materials, by means of multi-criteria performance indices in conjunction
with a Decision Support Problem (DSP), applied within a complex multi-disciplinary environment. The
methodology is outlined quantitatively by mechanical performance, design-implementation and integrated
vehicle cost functions.
II.A.

Performance Indices

Given the wide variety of existing actuation systems and applications, some means of matching the typical
performance of actuators to the requirements of the MORPHLET application is desirable. Important performance parameters of actuators to express the mechanical requirements of a specific application (as found
in the literature4, 5 ) include maximum block force, maximum stroke or strain, stiffness, frequency, size and
power. By and large, the availability of the technology, research and development including parameter control strategies and lack of analytical models for simplified validation limit the applicability of the actuators
within the MORPHLET mechanical requirements. However, these issues dictate the use of multi-objective
optimization to find the best trade-off between weighted performance indices that suit a specific mechani-
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cal task. This uses numerical and graphical methods for the data sets where the performance indices are
employed.
For material down-selection, numerical methods are employed here by means of maximum and minimum
of the ranges of the performance indices of potential actuators considered for the MORPHLET application
(see for instance a wide body of literature4–9 and references therein). Several performance indices (see Figure
1) are presented here to offer a broad picture over the mechanical capabilities of the potential candidates,
dictating parameter dependencies for MORPHLET operation with corresponding sense for desirable behavior. These become figures of merit when the performance of certain applications is optimized. By means of
numerical measures, graphical methods transpose performance parameters into bar charts depicted in Figure
1 in order to outline the comparison between candidate actuators. This is illustrated in terms of the relative
difference between ranges of the maximum of the performance indices by means of colored bars, whereas the
white bars represent ranges of mean variation of the indices. The data is non-dimensionalized to highlight
the means for visual comparison of a wide range of actuators in terms of stand alone improved performance
characteristics.

Figure 1. Non-dimensionalized boundaries of the maximum of the performance indices.

Since the MORPHLET application requires concurrent actuator properties (for instance, large strain, low
bandwidth, large block force, high resolution, etc), the problem posed becomes multi-objective in nature with
penalty on precision, since the down-selection follows a simplified methodology and is based on properties
independent of frequency and scale. The benefit of such simplifications would augment the suitability of
certain classes of actuators for a given mechanical task.
II.B.

Decision Support Problem - Multi-step Weighted Performance Appraisal

The Decision Support Problem (DSP) is based on multi-criteria decision analysis for the best MORPHLET
actuation, and is developed for supporting the solution of a non-structured management problem for improved
decision making in the absence of all-inclusive definitions of the candidates. By and large, the DSP facilitates
selection decision based on trade-offs among multiple, conflicting parameters and impacts and mitigation of
risk associated with uncertain performance,10 when they are selected on experience-based information by
the decision maker (i.e., justification and critical evaluation) via a multi-criteria weighting scheme.
Five endpoints have been selected for preliminary evaluation of the most-likely-to-succeed candidates:
performance, mechanical properties, manufacturing, implementation and R&D. The definitions and properties of the potential candidates for these areas are captured within experience-based knowledge in a data
warehouse,11 mainly based on the previous performance index appraisal (see Figure 1).
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Quantification (i.e., relative weights) assigned to different potential tasks/properties12 are due to the
required sophistication level assigned to the morphing capability. Quantified independent properties (i.e.,
attributes) are considered during selection to reflect all decision critical characteristics of the endpoints. The
assigned weights are determined by the decision maker with respect to the baseline modela (‘-’ implies ‘worse
than the datum’, ‘0’ implies ‘same level as the datum’ and ‘+’ implies ‘better than the datum’, as depicted
in Table 1), so that a list of decision maker’s preferences (i.e., metadata) follows the methodology towards a
final score (i.e., algebraic) and a normalized score of each generalized criteria (see Equation 1) at the end of
each endpoint (i.e., a rank on the basis of a particular criterion so that a comparison of the candidates can
be ascertained).
Rij =

Sij − Sjmin
Sjmax − Sjmin

(1)

where Sjmin and Sjmax represent the lowest and the highest possible values of the alternative rating Sij .
Selection of multiple attributes and feasible impacts are usual impractical in terms of finding the optimum
with respect to the real world and the problem can be enhanced for the analyst in the DSP by generating
a set of scenarios and criteria,13 defined against the rational ideal model, via an outranking technique.14 A
strong motivation to use it was the type of preferences’ modeling it offers based on clusters of feasible actions,
where different criteria control partial dominance of a scenario (see Table 2). The final scenario allows a
minimum variance of the interactions between generalized criteria, so that the endpoints are unlikely to
dominate the scenario, as opposed to the imposed dominance from previous scenarios.
The blueprint of the down-selection is finalized by means of statistics measures, computed for the normalized scores with respect to different scenarios so that the relative performance variability of the potential
candidates for the MORPHLET application is outlined. The selection solution is computed using the data
pool from Table 1 in terms of the relative scores (i.e., ranking within each endpoint) and the corresponding
scenarios as weights in an algebraic sum (see Table 3 for the outcome).
The overall merit function values, based on normalized variance, lead to the final ranking of the solution,
and the resulted bar charts are shown in Figure 2 (i.e., graphical representation of the generalized criteria
change with scenarios) to augment the decision maker’s solution. Here, the SMA class outperforms the
other candidates across the scenarios in terms of weighted scores of the generalized criteria, although it
underperforms the EPA class (i.e., rank 1) in terms of variance (i.e., the scales of the performance of the
candidates across different scenarios). The low variance of the EAPs can reside in some inconsistencies
with the bulk data (e.g., outliers, that bias the prediction and alter the parameter estimates15 - see the
‘Implementation’ generalized criteria). Such inadvertences with the decision maker’s preferences can be
easily corrected by means of utility-based selection decision support problem,16 using regression models to
fit the bulk data.

Figure 2. Graphical representation of the generalized criteria change with scenarios.

In the post-solution analysis, Figure 2 shows an initial classification of the candidates towards the MORPHLET application. The top three smart actuator classes for each of the scenario are shown in bold,
a The datum here is represented by the Hydraulic system. As opposed to electro-mechanical actuation, hydro-mechanical
(HAs, EHAs, EBHAs) power control units are postulated to service the majority of new aircraft systems in the near to
intermediate term.
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Table 1. Preliminary multi-criteria ranking of smart actuators based on performance indices and design-implementation
metrics, wrt a baseline datum.

Table 2. Scenarios and the weighting scheme for the relative importance of generalized criteria.

whereby SMAs dominate the chart, followed by ‘High strain piezo‘ and ‘Low strain piezo’. Figure 2 show
the aforementioned most-likely-to-succeed candidate do consistently well across all the scenarios, whereas
Magnetostrictors and Muscles underperform, highlighting Scenario 2 (n.b., the Mechanical Properties generalized criterion dominate the scenarios and impose the lowest relative score amongst the candidates). It is
also clear from Figure 2 that ‘Low strain piezo’ performs worse than the other likely-to-succeed candidates
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Table 3. Final multi-criteria/scenarios variance ranking of smart actuators.

when the scenarios are dominated by the Performance generalized criterion (this is somewhat expected since
the low strain and low block force capabilities dominate the relative score within this endpoint), so that
it falls below the other two candidates. This classification is also outlined by the weighted variance-based
ranking from Table 3, where SMAs outperform ‘High strain piezo’ in terms of variability performance across
all scenarios and makes it the most feasible solution for the MORPHLET obtained through engineering
analysis, augmented by experience-based information by making use of DSP. N.B., hydro-mechanical power
control units are low ranked amongst the possible integration solutions as they currently represent a standard actuation and, compared to novel smart systems, outlines the application dependence of the actuation
systems due to weight penalty.

III.

Non-planar wing schedules: optimization

This study is a preliminary investigation to pose the morphing winglet (i.e., MORPHing wingLET).)
problem as an optimization problem to maximize specific air range (SAR) of an in-service narrow body aircraft for various operating conditions of its 1000nm nominal flight profile. Including morphing variables that
describe the non-planar wing system (i.e. MORPHLET geometry) for each mission segment, the aircraft’s
weight and performance are functions of MORPHLET. The results obtained in this early investigation can
be used to identify the pertinent morphing features of the non-planar wing system configuration.
Figure 3 represents the basic wing planform of the narrow body aircraft, which include three additional
partitions outboard from the wing tip. The wing planform also augments the aileron panel into the optimization scheme.

Figure 3. Wing planform schematic of baseline and MORPHLET.
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The partition that augments the aileron panel was only allowed to morph with cant angle and twist.
This keeps the geometric features of the baseline wing planform constant, so therefore no major primary
structural redesign is needed.
III.A.

Morphing wing weight prediction

An important component of this study is to predict the weight of a non-planar wing system, given that the
problem statement examines the geometric changes of the candidate system. Traditionally at conceptual
design level, wing weight prediction relies on semi-empirical equations based on bending and or stiffness
formulae which are functions of wing design parameters. Secondary structure and non-structural concerns
are based on coefficients and exponents developed from curve fits from existing aircraft.17 However to the
authors’ knowledge no empirical database exists for morphing non-planar wing systems, but there is still the
desire for a wing weight prediction method. There is little literature on estimating the morphing mechanism
weight, however reference17 suggests adding five pounds per square foot of wing area change, which seems
arbitrary but it is close to the estimated weight of conventional high-lift devices, which seems sufficient at
the conceptual design stage.
For this work a quasi-analytical wing weight prediction for transport aircraft developed by Torenbeek18 is
proposed, with further enhancements to account for non-planar wing systems. Based on simple beam theory
the wing weight prediction is categorized into: primary structure, non-optimum corrections which account
for splices cut-outs etc. and secondary structure. The method also accounts for inertia relief factors, and a
stiffness penalty for aero-elastic effects.
III.A.1.

WEIR - Wing Equivalent In-plane Representation

The premise of this method is to take the non-planar configuration and to roll out the non-planar configuration in-plane, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Wing Equivalent In-plane Representation.

As the method is derived from simple beam theory, the weight can be estimated from the amount of
material required to resist bending due to lift. It is assumed that the resulting lift on one semi-span wing
acts at the centre of pressure (Cp ). The original method only accounted for planar wing loading. A change
in spanwise loading will have a direct impact on wing weight. It is necessary to account for the spanwise
loading of a non-planar wing system from which the centre of pressure can be found from integration of the
lift contributions of the wing system.
Through verification and validation, the wing weight of a variety of aircraft morphologies and mission
roles, from business jets to wide-body aircraft were predicted (see figure 5).
WEIR predicts wing weight with errors below 2%. This shows how versatile the method is as it covers
a broad range of different aircraft types, from non-planar wing systems GEX, A340, etc., to turbo-prop
aircraft. Figure 5 identifies the reference contemporary narrow body aircraft produces a wing weight error
of close to zero, when no winglet is modelled. This aircraft wing planform is the baseline configuration for
all analysis in this paper.
III.A.2.

Aerodynamics prediction module

The aerodynamics model uses ’Tornado’, a 3D vortex lattice method with a flexible free-stream following wake
for the induced drag. Zero lift drag is predicted using Eckerts equation.19 Tornado allows the user to define
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Figure 5. WEIR weight prediction results.

cranked, twisted and cant angle on the use of multiple wings. Each wing can have geometric properties which
include camber, chord, taper, that can have spanwise variation. The solver outputs aerodynamic forces and
moments, from which the aerodynamic coefficients are computed. Tornado determines the lift distribution
and induced drag of the complete non-planar wing system.20 The aerodynamic model was validated against
wind tunnel data of an in-service narrow body aircraft, including fuselage, nacelles and tailplane. The
aerodynamic computational model showed reasonable agreement with the wind tunnel data, with an error
of about 5% (see figure 6).

Figure 6. Aerodynamic validation results, computational results versus wind tunnel data.

Given the gross weight, specific fuel consumption, fuel weight, mission altitude, Mach number and
lift/drag ratio, the specific air range can be calculated using the Breguet range equation. The induced
drag and lift distribution together with the new wing weight including the MORPHLET can be calculated
for different non-planar candidate schedules corresponding to an optimum objective function.
The following are assumed: only induced drag will be calculated within the optimization loop; skin
friction, compressibility and trim drag will remain constant at their corresponding values according to their
location of their mission segment; the compressibility due to juncture is neglected; the weight of the aircraft
which does not include MORPHLET will also remain fixed.
The range model takes its input from WEIR and the aerodynamics module and is implemented into the
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classical Breguet range formulae. The specific air range (SAR) of the aircraft is calculated using the Breguet
range Eq. (2):
SAR =
III.A.3.

V · (L/D)
W · sf c

(2)

Preliminary investigation

An initial study has been undertaken for an in-service narrow body aircraft. The configuration under study
is for a nominal 1000 nm profile mission. Particular interest is involved in investigating different mission
segments of the nominal profile. This is depicted in graphically in Figure 7. Three distinct mission segments
are considered:
• Start of Initial Cruise: M 0.78 @ 35000 ft
• Start of Final Cruise: M 0.78 @ 39000 ft
• End of Des cent: M 0.45 @ 1500 ft

Figure 7. Mission profile of a contemporary narrow body aircraft: 1000nm (nominal).

The morphing partitions that constitute MORPHLET would then indicate the benefits of MORPHLET
compared to the baseline wing. In this initial feasibility study it was paramount to concentrate on maximizing
specific air range (SAR).
III.A.4.

Simulation model

All modules are written in MATLAB 7.1TM and are easily linked together with an optimization scheme,
currently a genetic algorithm (GA21 ). Figure 8 illustrates the basic multidisciplinary design optimization
(MDO) suite.
The candidate schedule for the start of initial cruise (see Figure 9) produced from the optimization shows
an improvement of approximately 10% in induced drag compared to the baseline configuration. The weight
of MORPHLET increases the wing weight by 24% which gives an overall 3.5% improvement in specific air
range (SAR). The increase in weight is due to the span increase. Increases in the span loading increases the
wing weight, however because the baseline configuration remains fixed, and introducing an extra variable
such as t/c to combat this for the baseline is prohibited.
The candidate schedule produced shows one main point for this mission segment. The schedule can be
thought of as in-plane for the aileron panel and therefore MORPHLET begins from the wingtip. Partition
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Figure 8. Optimization suite.

Table 4. Summary of optimization results from GA for all mission segments.

Mission Segment
bM /22 [m]
bM /23 [m]
bM /24 [m]
SAR %

Initial Cruise
2.89
0.09
0.11
3.3

Final Cruise
2.9996
0.91
0.30
5.17

End of Descent
2.85
3.00
0.7919
8.8

2 would be the only significant partition with a negative cant angle, even though this is quite small in cant
angle (i.e., -5 deg off the horizontal).
The optimum candidate schedule design at start of final cruise as depicted in Figure 9 shows a significant
improvement in SAR (5.17%), with a reduced induced drag of approx. 18.5%. With an increase in span (i.e.
4.21m), the wing weight inherently increases by 30%, which has a direct effect on SAR.
Depicted graphically from Figure 10, the candidate schedule at end of descent shows one distinct cant
angle schedule, which appears to augment the aileron panel. Partitions 2 & 3 indicate in-plane partitions,
with wash-in and wash-out respectively. Important performance metrics appear in Table 4. The optimum
schedule shows improvement in induced drag and a significant improvement in SAR compared to its baseline
configuration. The wing weight increase is due to increase in span of MORPHLET.
III.B.

Results

The preliminary optimization results for different mission segments for the aircraft nominal 1000nm flight
profile are tabulated in Table 4. There are three significant cant schedules for each mission as summarized
previously.

Figure 9. Design candidate schedules: start initial cruise and end final cruise.
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Figure 10. Design candidate schedule: end of descent.

• In-plane span increase for climb , initial cruise and descent (50% of mission)
• Canted wingtip (cant angle off the vertical ≈ 33 deg) for final cruise phase (50% of mission)
• Canted wingtip with cant angle zero in order to conform with ICAO Code C (i.e., a limit on wing span
for the purposes of airport planning, related to the width of gates, taxi-track clearances etc.).

IV.

Conclusions

In this report an efficient down-selection of smart materials for achieving potential candidates for MORPHLET and preliminary optimization schedules are introduced. The down-selection methodology provides
means of a wide range of performance parameter assessment and is enhanced by a DSP for use in a multidisciplinary environment, by means of structural metrics and constraints so as to maintain product drive
within the MORPHLET schedule.
The detailed analysis of the DSP implies a complex multi-disciplinary environment through the inclusion
(i.e., quantitatively) of mechanical performance, design, economic and manufacturability considerations. The
selection of feasible candidates made by the decision maker is based on multiple performance attributes of the
smart materials through weighting schemes and also depends upon several feasible impacts (i.e., scenarios
dominated by each generalized criterion). The classification is robust as it is based on rank-ordered decisions
under the DSP, augmented by statistic metrics of variability of different scenarios, so that it can be concluded
that the final ranking of the actuator candidates is dominated by SMA and High strain piezoelectric classes
(n.b., a result somewhat expected since these materials are characterized by the highest strain and block
force capabilities amongst the potential candidates).
In terms of aero calibration and optimization module, an improvement in SAR can be directly related to
the amount of fuel block needed. For a given mission i.e. 1000 nm, the amount of fuel needed to complete
that range would be less. Looking from the economics side this could be significant to in terms of saving
money.
For the complete flight profile, there is significant shape change, i.e. increase span and cant angle,
from 33 deg to in-plane and vice versa. Identifying this allows the authors to consider and also implement
a down-selection procedure on morphing technology, smart materials and mechanisms which can produce
these non-planar schedules.
In order to comply with ICAO Code C, the total wing span cannot be greater than 36 m; to over-come
this barrier, MORPHLET would be able to fold its partitions to the required length on the ground.
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